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Thermal Transport across a Substrate–Thin-Film Interface: Effects of Film Thickness
and Surface Roughness

Zhi Liang,1,* Kiran Sasikumar,2 and Pawel Keblinski1,2,†
1Rensselaer Nanotechnology Center, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York 12180, USA

2Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York 12180, USA
(Received 24 December 2013; published 8 August 2014)

Using molecular dynamics simulations and a model AlN-GaN interface, we demonstrate that the
interfacial thermal resistance RK (Kapitza resistance) between a substrate and thin film depends on the
thickness of the film and the film surface roughness when the phonon mean free path is larger than film
thickness. In particular, when the film (external) surface is atomistically smooth, phonons transmitted from
the substrate can travel ballistically in the thin film, be scattered specularly at the surface, and return to the
substrate without energy transfer. If the external surface scatters phonons diffusely, which is characteristic
of rough surfaces, RK is independent of film thickness and is the same as RK that characterizes smooth
surfaces in the limit of large film thickness. At interfaces where phonon transmission coefficients are low,
the thickness dependence is greatly diminished regardless of the nature of surface scattering. The film
thickness dependence of RK is analogous to the well-known fact of lateral thermal conductivity thickness
dependence in thin films. The difference is that phonon-boundary scattering lowers the in-plane thermal
transport in thin films, but it facilitates thermal transport from the substrate to the thin film.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.113.065901 PACS numbers: 65.40.-b, 63.22.-m, 66.70.-f

Phonon scattering from external interfaces is well known
to reduce thermal conductivity as it limits the phonon mean
free path (MFP). In particular, recent studies on silicon
nanowires with rough surfaces [1] demonstrated a dramatic
reduction of the nanowire thermal conductivity, not
observed in studies of nanowires with smoother surfaces.
Similarly, thin films of submicrometer thickness attached to
a bulk substrate, which are widely used in semiconductor
and MEMS devices [2–4], can exhibit reduced in-plane
thermal conductivity due to phonon-boundary scattering if
the thickness of the film is smaller than the bulk phonon
MFP [5–7].
However, the thickness dependence of interfacial

thermal resistance [8] (Kapitza resistance) RK at the
substrate–thin-film interface and the influence of phonon
boundary scattering (scattering at the film outer surface) on
RK are not well understood. In several experiments [9,10],
it was found that RK at an epitaxial Bi thin film–Si substrate
interface is essentially independent of film thickness.
However, in the recent experiments, it was observed that
RK between two multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs)
strongly depends on the number of walls in each MWCNT
[11], which manifests a clear thickness effect on RK. To
elucidate these different behaviors, we present theoretical
analysis and results of molecular dynamics simulations on a
model substrate–thin-film interface.
The underlying reason for the above-discussed phenom-

ena is illustrated in Fig. 1. When the phonon arrives from
the substrate, a fraction of its energy gets transmitted to the
film. However, without a thermalizing scattering event
(such as phonon-phonon or diffuse interfacial scattering),

the phonon can ballistically travel in the thin film and be
reflected specularly by the surface, particularly if the
surface is atomistically smooth. In this case, the phonon
may transmit back to the substrate without any energy
transfer to the thin film. This effectively reduces the phonon
transmission coefficient and increases the interfacial ther-
mal resistance RK. Such an effect can be eliminated by a
rough outer surface, which scatters most phonons diffusely;
i.e., in this case phonons are thermalized at the outer
surface.
We first develop a theoretical model to determine

quantitatively the effect of the outer surface scattering on
the interfacial thermal transport between the substrate and
thin film. We label the substrate to be material 1 and thin
film to be material 2. The thickness of the substrate and thin
film is L1 and L2, respectively (see Fig. 1). L1 is much
greater than the phonon MFP of the substrate material.
The Kapitza conductance, GK (¼1=RK), can be esti-

mated by summation over all phonon contributions
using [12–17]

GK ¼ 1

2

X

j

Z
π=2

0

Z
ωmax
1

0

dω
dN1;jðω; TÞ

dT

× ℏωv cos θ1α1→2ðθ1; j;ωÞ sin θ1dθ1: ð1Þ

In Eq. (1), j is the phonon branch, ω is the phonon
frequency, ωmax

1 and N1;j are, respectively, the maximum
phonon frequency and the mode-dependent phonon dis-
tributions function in the substrate, T is the temperature, ℏ
is the Planck constant divided by 2π, v is the phonon group
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velocity, θ is the angle between the normal to the interface
and the phonon propagation direction, and α1→2 is the
phonon transmission coefficient.
For our consideration, we estimate α1→2 from the

acoustic mismatch model (AMM) [12]

α1→2 ¼ αðθ1Þ ¼
4z1z2 cos θ1 cos θ2

ðz1 cos θ1 þ z2 cos θ2Þ2
; ð2Þ

where z1 ¼ ρ1v1 and z2 ¼ ρ2v2 are the acoustic imped-
ances, ρ’s are the densities, and θ1 and θ2 are related by
Snell’s law as sin θ1=v1 ¼ sin θ2=v2. The above formula for
phonon transmission should be applicable to high-quality,
epitaxial interfaces over low and intermediate phonon
frequencies. For high frequencies, a modification of
Eq. (2) is needed to account for the discrete nature of
the material, however, we will neglect this detail.
To estimate the effective transmission coefficient αeff , we

calculate the total phonon energy returning to the substrate
by considering incident phonon with energy Ei arriving at
incident angle θ1. Er;n denotes phonon energy returning to
the substrate after traveling back and forth in the thin film n
times. The expression for Er;n is given by (see Fig. 1);

Er;0 ¼ ½1 − αðθ1Þ�Ei

Er;1 ¼ α2ðθ1Þpe−2ðL2= cos θ2Þ=λ2Ei

Er;2 ¼ α2ðθ1Þp2½1 − αðθ1Þ�e−4ðL2= cos θ2Þ=λ2Ei

� � � ð3Þ

where p is the specularity of the thin film surface and
λ2 is the phonon MFP of bulk material 2. We considered
that the phonon energy is truly transmitted to the film if it
either gets scattered within the film with a probability
[1 − expð−l=λ2Þ], where l is the traveled distance, or it is
diffusely scattered at the surface with a probability
of (1 − p).

Using Eqs. (3), by summing all the reflected energies, we
obtain an expression for αeff

αeffðθ1; L2Þ ¼ 1 −
P

nEr;n

Ei

¼ αðθ1Þ
1 − pe−2ðL2= cos θ2Þ=λ2

1 − ½1 − αðθ1Þ�pe−2ðL2= cos θ2Þ=λ2 :

ð4Þ

It is seen from Eq. (4) that (i) αeff is smaller than αðθ1Þ
unless p ¼ 0 or L2 → ∞, (ii) αeff is a function of thin film
thickness resulting in thickness dependent GK, (iii) when
p ¼ 0, which represents a completely diffuse phonon
scattering at the surface, is αeff independent ofL2, (iv) when
αðθ1Þ ≪ 1, which is the case for highly dissimilar materi-
als, the thickness dependence is also eliminated. The
thickness dependent GK is determined by replacing α1→2

in Eq. (1) with αeff .
The above analysis is consistent with recent experimen-

tal observations by Yang et al. [11] on contacts between
two MWCNTs with varying diameter and wall thickness.
By contrast, Hanisch et al. [9] and Krenzer et al. [10]
observed thickness independent resistance at an epitaxial Bi
thin film on Si substrate. In the latter cases, the interfaces
are formed by highly dissimilar materials and, thus, are
characterized by high interfacial resistance. Consequently,
the phonon transmission coefficients at such interfaces are
expected to be small [αðθ1Þ ≪ 1], and according to Eq. (4),
in this limit, the thickness dependence is eliminated.
Now we turn into an atomistic model and simulations to

examine applicability of the theoretical model. We select
GaN as the substrate and AlN as the adlayer. Both materials
have a Wurtzite hexagonal crystal structure. The atomic
interactions are modeled using the Stillinger-Weber (SW)
potential with parameters developed by Bere and Serra
(for GaN) [18] and Lei (for AlN) [19]. To be consistent with
the potential parameters developed by Lei [19], only the
nearest neighbors are considered in our simulation.
MD simulation equilibration runs at 300 K and 1 atm

using Berendsen thermostat and barostat [20] predict that
the lattice constants are a ¼ 3.19 Å, c ¼ 5.22 Å for GaN
and a ¼ 3.09 Å, c ¼ 5.05 Å for AlN, which agree well
with the experimental data [21]. The phonon group velocity
v is predicted from the slope of the phonon frequency (ω)
vs wave vector (κ) dispersion curves, which are determined
using the harmonic force constants based on the SW
potential. We estimate v in each material as the average
of the three [0001] acoustic phonon group velocities in the
κ → 0 limit. Using the calculated lattice constants and
phonon group velocities, we obtain the acoustic impedance
ratio zGaN=zAlN ≈ 1.6.
To estimate the phonon MFP, we resort to a method

proposed by Schelling et al. [22]. The method involves
calculating the thermal conductivity k of a bulk material

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic diagram of the model system
depicting multiple phonon scattering processes at the substrate–
thin-film interface.
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using MD simulations with different simulation box sizes.
In the MD model, the [11̄00], [112̄0], and [0001] directions
of the GaN or AlN crystal are aligned, respectively, in the x,
y, and z (see Fig. 2). In the calculation of thermal
conductivity, the simulation box only consists of one
material at each time. The simulation box has a cross
section area of three unit cells in the x direction by five unit
cells in the y direction, which has been shown to be large
enough to remove the possible size effect [23]. The periodic
boundary conditions are applied in the x and y directions.
Along the z direction of heat propagation, the length L
varies from 38 nm to 150 nm. The simulation box is
bordered by a 10-unit-cell long heat source and heat sink
regions and free boundaries. Hence, the system has zero
stress in the z direction in all cases. A velocity Verlet
algorithm with a time step size of 1 fs is used for the
integration of equations of motions [24].
The system is first equilibrated at 300 K for 1 ns. After

the system reaches thermal equilibrium, the global thermo-
stat is turned off, and a heat flux of 15 GW=m2 is applied
by adding a constant amount of energy to the heat source
and removing the same amount of energy from the heat
sink at each time step using the velocity rescaling method
[25]. Each simulation run is carried out for 6 ns to allow the
system to reach a steady state, and then for additional 50 ns
for data collection. The thermal conductivity is obtained
from Fourier’s law. A linear fit of 1=k vs 1=L predicts
k1ðL → ∞Þ ≈ 166� 11 W=mK and λ1 ≈ 52 nm for GaN.
Similarly, we obtain k2ðL → ∞Þ ≈ 472� 29 W=mK and
λ2 ≈ 127 nm for AlN.
Now, we turn our attention to MD simulations of thermal

transport across the GaNjAlN interface. To create an

epitaxial interface, we strain the cross section of GaN to
fit the lattice constants of AlN in the x and y directions. We
fix the length of GaN L1 to 200 unit cells, which is about
2λ1 in all cases. Additionally, half of the atoms in the region
ranging from 0 to 8 nm from the GaN surface are removed
to generate a very rough surface as shown in the inset of
Fig. 2(a). The rough surface can scatter the majority of
phonons reach the GaN surface diffusely thus mimicking a
semi-infinite substrate. For AlN thin film, we vary its length
L2 from 13 to 76 nm.
The surface specularity p can be tuned by varying the

roughness of the surface [26]. Hence, we consider two
types of AlN surfaces. One is an atomically smooth surface
that scatters almost all phonons specularly, corresponding
to p ≈ 1. In another case, we generate a very rough AlN
surface as we did at the GaN surface where most phonons
scatter diffusely, corresponding to p ≈ 0. To remove the
artificial mechanical stresses present in an as prepared
heterogeneous system, we performed energy minimization
before MD simulations. Also, we imposed lower heat flux
of 5 GW=m2 to limit temperature drop ΔT at the interface.
Typical temperature profiles in the case of L2 ≈ 20 nm

are shown in Fig. 2. The Kapitza resistance is determined
by RK ¼ ΔT=q. It is evident from Fig. 2 that ΔT at the
interface involving a rough surface is much lower than that
involving a smooth surface.
In Fig. 3, we show RK obtained in MD simulations vs the

inverse of the film thickness. In the case of a rough external
surface, RK is around 0.77 m2K=GW and is essentially
independent of film thickness. This is consistent with our
model assuming p ¼ 0, i.e., fully diffusive surface scatter-
ing. In this case, αeff and RK are L2 independent.

FIG. 2 (color online). Schematic diagram of the simulation box
and the corresponding temperature profiles in NEMD simulation.
(a) Smooth and (b) rough external AlN surface.

FIG. 3 (color online). MD simulation results and theoretical
prediction of RK as a function of L2, normalized by RK for
L2 → ∞. The horizontal dash dot shows a size-independent RK
model prediction for diffusive surface (p ¼ 0). The solid and
dashed lines show prediction for specular surface (p ¼ 1) in the
case of GaNjAlN structure and heavy-GaNjAlN structure, re-
spectively. The vertical dashed line indicates phonon MFP (λ2).
The uncertainties are determined from the analysis of six
independent simulation runs.
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In the case of a smooth surface, RK shows clear thickness
dependence. As shown in Fig. 3, MD simulation results
have a good agreement with the theoretical prediction for a
perfectly specular surface (p ¼ 1) for L2 greater than
25 nm. The discrepancy with the theoretical model pre-
dictions for smaller film thicknesses might be due to the
fact that the acoustic phonons with long MFPs have very
small contributions to the interfacial thermal transport
because they have a very low possibility of thermalizing
in the thin film or at the smooth surface. Therefore, short-
MFP phonons including optical phonons may dominate the
interfacial thermal transport and it might not be appropriate
to use a single MFP and single specularity parameter
approximation in theoretical considerations.
To demonstrate broad validity of our theoretical model,

we artificially increased the mass and interaction strength in
GaN by a factor of 5 such that the acoustic impedance ratio
increases to eight, while frequencies remain unchanged.
With a rough external surface, we find RK at the heavy-
GaNjAlN interface is around 12.0 m2 K=GW and is essen-
tially independent of film thickness. With a smooth external
surface, it is shown in Fig. 3 that the size effect is much
smaller compared to that at original GaNjAlN interface,
due to lower value of α. The result is again consistent with
our theoretical prediction. Furthermore, we also observe
analogous size effects when AlN is the substrate and GaN is
the adlayer (see Supplemental Material [27]).
To this extent, we performed phonon localization

analysis [28–30] (details are described in Supplemental
Material [27]), which demonstrates that for smooth external
surfaces, a limited number of high frequency modes are
localized at the surface. Phonon-phonon scattering with
these surface modes may be substantial for high-frequency
phonons thus leading to more diffuse surface scattering. In
the case of the rough surfaces, we observed a number of
localized low-frequency surface modes. These may be a
contributor to diffuse scattering across the whole frequency
range consistent with our simulation results. Our analysis
also demonstrated the presence of a few low- and high-
frequency modes localized at the epitaxial interface. These
modes might lead to frequency dependent α1→2 for pho-
nons with similar frequency, but due to their limited
number should be rather inconsequential for the overall
interfacial resistance.
We also notice that there were a number of studies where

the roughness was introduced to interfaces to improve
interfacial conductance [31,32], in particular when there is
a large acoustic mismatch leading to a significant diffuse
scattering at interfaces, rather than at external surfaces. The
detailed analysis of such systems, where both internal
interface and external surfaces may exhibit a combination
of diffuse and specular or acoustic scattering requires
separate work. However, we expect smaller size effects
on thermal transport across rough interfaces, as the size
effects are maximized when α1→2 is very high (close to

unity in our model). By contrast, diffuse interfacial scatter-
ing is characterized by α1→2 in the 50% range [31,32].
To determine the RK of an isolated interface using MD

simulations, a standard practice is to gradually increase the
length of two leads until there is no significant size effect
on RK. Our theoretical analysis and the results of MD
simulations show that with rough external surfaces, one can
determine interfacial thermal conductance with relatively
small system sizes. To this end, we studied GaNjAlN
epitaxial interface with the GaN lead and AlN lead that
contain the same number of unit cells in the heat flow
direction. The total length L of the structure is varied from
40 to 150 nm. As shown in Fig. 4, three types of surface
roughness are considered in the MD model, (i) smooth
surfaces, (ii) moderately rough surfaces, and (iii) very
rough surfaces.
In the case of smooth surfaces, RK exhibits a strong size

dependence. A moderately rough surface diminishes the
magnitude of the size effect and leads to the same
extrapolated value when L → ∞. However, in both cases,
a series of simulations are required with a simulations box
length as large as phonon MFP to determine the asymptotic
RK corresponding to the characteristics of an isolated
interface. Similar size effects on RK were observed by
others [17,33,34]. By extrapolating RK to an infinite system
length limit, the system with smooth surface and moder-
ately rough surfaces predicts RK;∞ ≈ 0.82 m2K=GW.
By contrast, RK is essentially size independent if very

rough external surfaces are used. In this case, a linear fit of
RK vs 1=L gives an almost horizontal line and predicts
RK;∞ ≈ 0.77 m2 K=GW. In this case, the simulation results
with system sizes as small as 40 nm, i.e., several times
smaller than MFP, yield a size-converged value.
Our simulation results indicate that the phonon-

boundary scattering strongly depends on the magnitude
of the surface roughness, and also on the phonon wave-
length. At moderately rough surfaces, short-wavelength
phonons scatter diffusely, but long-wavelength phonons

FIG. 4 (color online). MD simulation results of RK as a function
of total length L of the GaNjAlN structure. The lines are linear
fits to the RK vs 1=L for structures with different surface
roughness. The uncertainties are determined from the analysis
of four independent simulation runs.
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scatter specularly. This behavior was also considered in the
explanation of phonon transport through semiconductor
nanowires that were surrounded by amorphous oxide shells
[1,35,36]. In particular, to explain the unusual linear
temperature dependence of nanowire thermal conductivity
at low temperatures, Chen et al. [1] assumed specular
boundary scattering of long-wavelength phonons and
diffuse scattering of short-wavelength phonons, which is
analogous to our observations.
In summary, we use a theoretical model and MD

simulations to investigate the size effect on the RK of a
substrate–thin-film interface. We find that if the phonons
transmitted from a substrate are not scattered diffusely in
the material or at the surface, they can return to the substrate
and reduce the effective phonon transmission coefficient.
The size effect on RK is a combined effect of internal
and boundary scattering. Introducing very rough surfaces
results in a size-independent RK. This result is also useful
in calculation of the RK of an isolated interface.
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